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Abstract—Conventional multiple models for enterprise case aided decision-making 
mainly use AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Process) analytic hierarchy process to measure the 
relative weight of multiple factors, which is vulnerable to the influence of normalized 
processing relationship, resulting in low accuracy of model classification. Therefore, a new 
multiple model for enterprise case aided decision-making needs to be designed based on 
data analysis. That is, data preprocessing is carried out in advance, the original data of the 
model is obtained through data cleaning, feature selection, and feature coding steps, and 
then model parameters are selected. Using data analysis technology, an enterprise case 
aided decision-making multiple model is established. The experimental results show that 
the classification accuracy of the designed enterprise case aided decision-making multiple 
model based on data analysis is high, which proves that the established enterprise case 
aided decision-making multiple model has good performance, reliability, and certain 
application value, and has made certain contributions to improving the effect of enterprise 
case aided decision-making. 
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1 Introduction 

In the context of the development of computer informatization, China has gradually entered the 
era of big data. The composition of data in various fields is becoming more and more complex, 
and the total amount of data is getting higher and higher[1-3]. Affected by the complex network 
environment, the difficulty of enterprise case decision-making is gradually increasing, which is 
not conducive to the comprehensive development of enterprises. Aided decision-making is a 
computer supported verification technology[4-6], which can make enterprise decisions quickly, 
stably and safely, and make the decision results meet different constraints. In the process of 
enterprise case aided decision making, the scheduling plan[7-10] can be implemented through 
computer simulation to correct the final decision result and support the decision-making scheme 
of the enterprise. 

In fact, in the process of enterprise case aided decision making, it is first necessary to rely on 
the computer information system for basic decision retrieval to obtain data information that 
meets the decision requirements[11-13]. This part of data information is often complex in 
composition and different in format. If directly involved in the subsequent decision-making 
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steps, it will increase the difficulty of decision-making and generate decision-making errors. 
Therefore, data processing is required. Redundant data should be eliminated through data 
cleaning, and more targeted decision data should be selected for coding to participate in the 
subsequent decision-making process. The research shows that the complexity of different 
enterprise cases is inconsistent[14-17], and the difficulty of decision-making is also different. 
Therefore, in the process of enterprise case auxiliary decision-making, it is necessary to 
determine the final decision-making problem, select more targeted decision-making materials 
to participate in decision-making, and improve the accuracy of decision-making results. 
Therefore, enterprise case aided decision-making can provide basic decision support for difficult 
decision problems and implement decision content that meets the requirements of enterprise 
development. 

Assisted decision making does not fully represent manual decision making, but it can eliminate 
many difficulties in human decision making and avoid unstable decision making. In the 
decision-making process[18-20], decision makers need to make corresponding choices in 
combination with their own values to achieve optimal decision making. Relevant researchers 
have designed several kinds of multiple models for enterprise case auxiliary decision making 
according to the requirements of auxiliary decision making, including the multiple models for 
enterprise case auxiliary decision making based on analytic hierarchy process, and the multiple 
models for enterprise case auxiliary decision making based on association rules. Influenced by 
the complex data composition of enterprise cases, the above models need to repeatedly measure 
the relative weight of multiple factors and are vulnerable to the influence of normalization 
processing relationship. As a result, the classification accuracy of the model is low and does not 
meet the current requirements of enterprise case decision-making. Therefore, this paper designs 
a new enterprise case aided decision-making multiple model based on data analysis. 

2 Complete data preprocessing and feature engineering based on 
data analysis 

2.1 Data cleaning 

In order to ensure the data quality of enterprise case auxiliary decision information source, this 
paper first uses data cleaning technology to preprocess the data.In the process of data 
cleaning[21-23], noise data can be effectively eliminated so that the data in the data set can meet 
the requirements of enterprise case auxiliary decision-making. The schematic diagram of data 
cleaning is shown in Figure 1 below. 



 

 

 

Figure 1.  Data cleaning 

It can be seen from Figure 1 that in the process of data cleaning, the collected data needs to be 
continuously integrated and converted. The basic steps mainly include: first, determine the 
source of enterprise case auxiliary decision data, conduct data sampling inspection, determine 
mapping rules, and then conduct noise data inspection based on the number of data sources, and 
perform data cleaning operations. Finally, data cleaning is carried out according to the data 
analysis structure to generate a decision data set matching the auxiliary decision model. 

2.2 Feature selection 

When the obtained enterprise case aided decision-making multi model data has a high 
dimension, many redundant genes will be generated, which is not conducive to subsequent 
decision classification. Therefore, data feature selection is required to effectively classify data 
information and eliminate some redundant interference information. That is, according to the 
decision requirements, data feature selection information[24] is generated, interference factors 
are obtained, and data characteristics are described. Next, basic transformation is carried out 
according to the obtained data feature set, and new data characteristics are combined to meet 
the data distribution relationship. The effectiveness of the data information obtained through 
this step is increased to meet the distribution relationship of auxiliary decision-making, which 
is of great significance for improving the performance of the model. 

2.3 Feature coding 

In order to improve the efficiency of enterprise case aided decision making, linear algebra 
calculation is needed, that is, feature coding processing is carried out on the data obtained above. 
The method designed in this paper mainly uses tag encoding technology to convert the data with 
decision characteristics from string to data, so as to realize the free definition and quantification 
of data and reduce the difficulty of data sorting. Data feature coding can effectively obtain 
decision logic, reduce the impact of insensitive data on enterprise case auxiliary decision making, 
improve the interpretability of data, and summarize the coded data in a unified original data set, 
which is the basis for subsequent model construction. 



 

 

 

 

 

3 Establishment of multiple models for enterprise case aided 
decision-making based on data analysis 

3.1 Selecting parameters 

The accumulation of continuous auxiliary decision-making data will affect the final auxiliary 
decision-making effect. Therefore, according to the raw data processed above, this paper selects 
the parameters of enterprise case auxiliary decision-making multi model. The data analysis 
technology can summarize and centrally analyze the original data obtained above, mining the 
decision-making characteristics of the data to the greatest extent. Therefore, based on the data 
analysis technology, this paper selects the multiple model parameters[25] for enterprise case 
aided decision-making. First of all, according to the actual production situation of the enterprise, 
we can generate balanced enterprise case auxiliary decision parameters. On the basis of ensuring 
the original production of the enterprise, we can first balance the economy, complete the optimal 
enterprise decision configuration, and generate the optimal enterprise decision scheme. The 

decision parameters generated at this time min F as shown in (1) below. 

1 2 3min ( , , )F x x x                                               (1) 

In formula (1), 1 2 3x x x、 、
represent the parallel balanced decision parameters. In order to 

achieve the balance of auxiliary decision quantity and evenly distribute the decision relationship, 

the auxiliary decision objective function can be calculated ( )f x , as shown in (2) below. 
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In formula (2),N represents the decision cycle, mh represents a collection of events involving 

decisions,h represents the decision parameters, and the decision reliability can be calculated 

according to the auxiliary decision objective function generated aboveC , as shown in (3) below. 

min

j

F
C

G
                                                         (3) 

In formula (3), jG represents the economic decision-making coefficient. If the calculated 
decision-making reliability meets the actual decision-making requirements, it proves that the 
above objective function meets the requirements of model construction. Otherwise, it needs to 
reset the decision-making indicators according to the decision-making objectives to ensure the 
final decision-making reliability. 

3.2 Model establishment 

Combining the above steps, we can obtain the model parameters that meet the decision-making 
requirements of the auxiliary decision-making model. However, in the actual decision-making 
process, due to the constraints of the decision-making environment, decision-making overload 



 

 

 

 

 

may occur, affecting the final decision-making results. Therefore, for the above problems, this 
paper sets the time constraints of the model, and sets the decision-making time window on the 
premise of meeting the actual decision-making requirements as far as possible. The decision 

type generated at this time as shown in (4) below. 

1
min

j
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G

                                                    (4) 

In formula (4), represents the extreme value of decision-making reliability. In fact, in the 
decision-making process, when the decision-making conditions are subject to too many 
restrictions, it may increase the difficulty of decision-making. Therefore, the auxiliary decision-
making multi model designed in this paper extracts different decision-making restrictions in 
advance, generates a basic time series, and makes decisions on the basis of meeting the 
reliability of decision-making. The enterprise case auxiliary decision-making model built on 

this basis a as shown in (5) below. 

 ( )a aN f x                                                (5) 

In formula (5), aN representing the set of multi-objective optimal decision solutions, the 
enterprise case aided decision model constructed above can effectively reduce the constraint 
error and maximize the decision-making reliability of the model. 

4 Experiment and result analysis 

4.1 Experimental data set and data processing method 

In combination with the requirements of multiple model performance verification for enterprise 
case aided decision making, this paper selects CY54203 dataset as the experimental dataset. 
This dataset includes the basic auxiliary decision making cases of some enterprises, and contains 
a variety of field characteristics. The total number of sample data is 888647. The relevant data 
feature information of this dataset is shown in Table 1 below. 

TABLE 1 DATA CHARACTERISTICS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA SET 

Experimen
tal dataset 

feature 
number 

Meaning of experimental dataset features 
Number of 

characteristic 
data 

01 Sample Enterprise Cases 748 

02 Auxiliary institution codes related to enterprise case samples 2136 

03 Names of institutions related to corporate cases 4754 

04 Types of institutions related to corporate cases 18899 

05 Decision location for enterprise assisted decision-making cases 2336 



 

 

 

 

 

06 Decision year for enterprise assisted decision-making cases 4478 

07 Decision months for enterprise assisted decision-making cases 2566 

08 
Number of enterprise assisted decision-making cases within a 

certain period of time 
4588 

09 
Decision effectiveness of enterprise assisted decision-making 

cases 
2235 

10 Data sources for enterprise assisted decision-making cases 96474 

11 
Names of personnel related to enterprise assisted decision-making 

cases 
66586 

12 
Occupation of personnel related to enterprise assisted decision-

making cases 
245532 

13 
Personnel relationships involved in enterprise assisted decision-

making cases 
11523 

14 Decision groups for enterprise assisted decision-making cases 324753 

15 Enterprise assisted decision-making case information 100000 

16 
Enterprise assisted decision-making related error case auxiliary 

dataset 
539 

17 
Dataset of decision plans related to enterprise case assistance 

decision-making proposed by different departments 
500 

It can be seen from Table 1 that the data fields in the experimental data set have distinctive 
characteristics and meet the requirements of the enterprise case aided decision-making multi 
model performance analysis experiment.In combination with the above experimental data field 
characteristics, this paper has effectively processed the experimental data set data, as shown in 
Figure 2 below. 

 

Figure 2.  Experimental data set processing 



 

 

 

 

 

It can be seen from Figure 2 that for the original data samples of the data set, data cleaning is 
required first to deal with missing values, and then data feature conversion, resampling and 
dimensionality reduction are required to obtain experimental data that meet the experimental 
requirements. The processed experimental data eliminates useless features and retains features 
related to the experiment. After analysis, it is found that some experimental data are missing, so 
data missing value processing is required. The processing flow is shown in Figure 3 below. 

 

Figure 3.  Data Missing Value Processing 

It can be seen from Figure 3 that the above processing process is mainly implemented in the 
Python environment. Missing data is processed through Missingno to realize the visualization 
of missing data characteristics. After the processing of the experimental data set is completed, 
this paper selects the classification accuracy as the experimental indicator, and the formula
Accuracy as shown in (6) below. 

TP TN
Accuracy

P N





                                                (6) 

In formula (6),TP represents the number of positive examples of correct auxiliary decision-

making,TN represents the number of negative cases of correct auxiliary decision-making,P

represents the number of positive samples,N represents the number of negative samples. The 

classification accuracy higher of the Accuracy is, the better the decision-making effect of the 
multiple decision support models is. On the contrary, the decision-making effect of the multiple 
decision support models is relatively poor. Combined with the above experimental indicators, 
the model performance verification experimental results can be obtained. 

4.2 Analysis of experimental results 

Combined with the above experimental preparation, the performance verification of enterprise 
case aided decision-making multiple models can be carried out. That is, according to the above 
selected experimental data sets, the enterprise case aided decision-making multiple models 
designed in this paper based on data analysis and the enterprise case aided decision-making 
multiple models based on analytic hierarchy process are used respectively. The multi model of 



 

 

 

 

 

enterprise case aided decision-making based on association rules assists decision-making on 
different types of enterprise cases. Formula (6) is used to calculate the classification accuracy 
of the three models. The experimental results are shown in Table 2 below. 

TABLE 2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Enterprise Case 
Type (Dataset) 

The classification 
accuracy of the 
multi model for 
enterprise case 

assistance decision-
making based on 

data analysis 
designed in this 

article (%) 

Classification 
accuracy of 

enterprise case 
assisted decision-
making multiple 
models based on 

Analytic Hierarchy 
Process (%) 

Classification 
accuracy of 

enterprise case 
assisted decision-
making multiple 
models based on 

association rules (%) 

Enterprise strategic 
case auxiliary decision 

data set R1 
99.542 74.546 65.551 

Enterprise 
Management Case 

Assistance Decision 
Dataset R2 

99.265 75.232 64.233 

Enterprise Business 
Case Assistance 

Decision Dataset R2 
99.849 74.358 63.856 

Enterprise 
Deterministic Case 
Assistance Decision 

Dataset R4 

99.452 72.695 66.825 

Enterprise Risk Case 
Aided Decision 

Dataset R5 
99.863 63.452 59.639 

Enterprise Uncertain 
Case Assistance 

Decision Dataset R6 
99.124 75.336 68.545 

Enterprise 
Programmed Case 

Assistance Decision 
Dataset R7 

99.252 69.985 74.256 

Enterprise 
Unprogrammed Case 
Assistance Decision 

Dataset R8 

98.884 72.456 75.789 

Enterprise Permission 
Classification Case 
Assistance Decision 

Dataset R9 

99.263 63.365 66.546 

Enterprise Individual 
Case Assistance 

Decision Dataset R10 
99.259 76.747 53.525 

Enterprise Group Case 
Assistance Decision 

Dataset R11 
99.885 79.456 78.264 



 

 

 

 

 

It can be seen from Table 2 that the classification accuracy of the enterprise case aided decision-
making multiple models designed in this paper based on data analysis is high in different types 
of enterprise aided decision-making cases, while the classification accuracy of the enterprise 
case aided decision-making multiple models based on analytic hierarchy process and the 
enterprise case aided decision-making multiple models based on association rules is relatively 
low. The above experimental results prove that the multi model of enterprise case aided 
decision-making designed in this paper based on data analysis has good decision-making effect, 
reliability and certain application value. 

5 Conclusion 

In the digital era, enterprise decision-making has also changed from the original manual 
decision-making to intelligent and information-based computer-aided decision-making. The 
online platform can be used to conduct data processing and intelligent analysis in advance, 
extract decision characteristics, improve decision content, and reduce the difficulty of decision 
making. However, due to the large amount of data content involved in enterprise cases, most of 
the current enterprise case aided decision making methods lack effective decision models. 
According to the characteristics of enterprise case aided decision making, this paper constructs 
an effective multi model of enterprise case aided decision making using data analysis 
technology. The experiment results show that the designed multi model of enterprise case aided 
decision-making has good decision-making effect, high accuracy of decision classification, 
reliability and certain application value, and has made certain contributions to improving the 
comprehensive decision-making strength of enterprises. 
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